WDZYDZE SWIM
for Rob Laycock

ON SATURDAY 1st September 2012, starting at 11am, the artist
Martin Blaszk swam 40 lengths of an area designated for
swimming on Lake Wdzydze, in the north of Poland.
This was in response to Rob Laycock’s INVITATION to swim. It
was also an INVITATION for Rob Laycock to come and swim
Lake Wdzydze.
Pool length 25 metres, depth approx. 1.5 metres, water
temperature 19oC.
Lake length - approx. 7.5km (5 miles), depth - 68m (at its
deepest point), temperature – between 0oC and 24oC,
depending on the time of year.

WDZYDZE OUTDOOR SWIMMING STORIES

OUTDOOR SWIMMING is freedom. Moving
through fresh water, especially when it is
this warm (and sometimes it’s even
warmer), puts you in a trance, so that
once you get into the rhythm of the swim
it’s easy to keep going.

In the swim, because you’re immersed in
the water, it’s like becoming part of the
landscape: you see and experience
everything as if you’re inside it. You feel
the water against your skin, then as time
goes on it becomes part of you or you
become part of it – I can’t tell. In this way,
it seems to me, the idea of cold or warm
becomes an abstract; something that
really has very little to do with what
you’re experiencing while in the water.
Only afterwards, when climbing out of the
water do you feel that it was cold or
warm.

You also experience the water as
something that holds you up, protects you
even. Is it therapeutic? Is it medicine?
Something that works from the outside in,
instead of being taken internally? I don’t
really know. It doesn’t take long though,
before things that have been nagging you
start to tumble through your head and out
(into the water?) In this way, without logic
or purposeful thinking, problems are
released. The water must hold lots of
these thoughts and feelings, later to be
evaporated into the air.

Doing breaststroke lets you see and hear
what’s going on around you. It might be
the lapping of the water, the ducks
honking, or the heavy swishing of the
swans as they wing their way across the
surface of the water. When the wind is up
it whistles through the rigging of the
small boats tied up around the shoreline
of the lake. You can also hear the sombre
bell clunking of metal in rhythm to the
slow rise and fall of the water. I like it
like this because I’m usually the only
person in the water. It feels as if I have
the whole lake to myself.

Crawl is total engagement with the
water. I swim with my head down and
eyes open, so I can follow the lines of
bubbles my hands make on the down
strokes; feel and hear the push involved
to breathe out before the next intake of
air. Your timing on the breaths has to be
right too, otherwise a sudden shock of
water will scratch at your throat and
nostrils, disrupt your rhythm. When it’s
right though you slice through the water.
All I have to remember is to keep kicking
– always harder.

The water in the lake is olivetransparent but the deeper you swim,
the greater the experience of it as a
colour, or rather different shades of the
same
colour.
It
becomes
more
translucent, greener, the further down
you
go;
accompanying
this
intensification of colour there is also a
change in temperature. This ranges
from the warm surface currents, which
your body opens itself up to, to the
deeper, cooler streams, which your
body pushes back, and which, once you
hit them, send you up to the warmer
surface.

Lake Wdzydze
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